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The primarymirror diameter of affordable space telescopes is limited bymass andmanufacturing cost. Currently
planned optical/near-infrared space telescopes use a segmented primary mirror with relatively few segments and
make limited use of real-time position control. However, control can be used as an enabler for a fundamentally
different, very highly segmented architecture, leading to a signiﬁcant reduction in areal density, and hence a
signiﬁcant increase in the realistically achievable diameter of a space telescope.Weight canbe reducedbyminimizing
the structure that supportsmirror segments and instead relying on control for overall stiffness. Furthermore, smaller
segments can be thinner (hence, lighter) while still providing sufﬁcient internal rigidity. However, with these
architectural changes, the control problem involves not only thousands of actuators and sensors but alsomany lightly
damped modes within the control bandwidth. The objective here is to demonstrate that this control problem is
solvable by applying a local control approach.This is illustrated for a 30-m-diamprimarymirror composed of 12,000
0.3-m-diam segments.
I. Introduction
T ELESCOPES in space allow science in wavelength bandsabsorbed by Earth’s atmosphere avoid atmospheric turbulence,
provide a stable environment with low infrared (IR) background
noise, and permit long integration times [1]. However, cost is a
signiﬁcant driver. Ground-based optical telescopes are currently
being designed with segmented primary mirror diameters of 30 m
(using 492 segments) [2] and 39 m (798 segments) [3]. In contrast,
the 18-segment primary mirror of the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) [4] is 6.5 m, and future designs for the Advanced Tech-
nology Large Aperture Space Telescope (ATLAST) range from a
monolithic 8 m mirror to segmented 9.2 and 16.8 m designs [1], all
signiﬁcantly smaller thanwhat can be achieved atmuch lower cost on
the ground. The goal herein is to propose active control of the mirror
segments as a key enabler for building much larger diameter
telescopes in space.
A key driver limiting affordable aperture sizes in space is the
primary mirror mass or areal density, with the JWST and ATLAST
segmented mirrors being of order 30 kg=m2 (including the structure
that supports the mirror segments) [5]. In contrast, actuated hybrid
silicon carbide mirror segments have been proposed [6] with areal
densities less than 10 kg=m2, as low as 3 kg=m2 using 1-mm-thick
silicon segments [7], and potentially even thinner and lighter with
internal actuation [8]. However, highly segmented space telescope
designs such as that presented by Dekany et al. [7] (using
0:3-m-diam segments) have not included controls analysis, and the
aim here is to illustrate that the resulting large numbers of segments
(e.g., 12,000 for a 30 mmirror) can be robustly controlled. There are
of course additional design and manufacturability issues regarding
the segments, actuation, and sensing. Highly segmented concepts
have also been introduced for ground-based telescopes [9], and other
space telescope concepts with 1000 or more small segments have
been proposed [10]. Membrane-based approaches have also been
suggested for large lightweight space telescopes (see, e.g., the review
by Santer and Seffen [11]); however, these may also require
somewhat similar controls technology to provide adequate optical
surface quality.
While somemechanical interface is required between neighboring
segments to provide in-plane stiffness, providing a stiff backsupport
structure would defeat the purpose of minimizing the total mass.
Minimizing structural mass results in a mirror that is highly ﬂexible
in its optically relevant out-of-plane motion, and active surface
control will be required: even though there are few disturbances in
space, some stiffness is required to enable repointing of the telescope
in reasonable time. Providing this stiffness with active control
requires a control bandwidth that includes some of the structural
modes; the control approach must therefore account for both thou-
sands of actuators and sensors and many lightly damped structural
modes within the control bandwidth. A solution for this problem has
recently been proposed in the context of large (1–3 m) deformable
mirrors for ground-based adaptive optics [12,13], and similar ideas
are applied here to the control of a segmented space telescope.
The ﬁrst important observation is that it is always possible to
implement collocated rate feedback with some minimum but ﬁnite
bandwidth [12]; this is essential for implementing control with
realistic (ﬁnite bandwidth) actuators and sensors. The bandwidth
needs to be high enough so that there is highmodal overlap when the
control rolls off; this frequency is lower when the modal density is
high. Signiﬁcant damping can be added, making position control
more straightforward. Second, collocated control guarantees
robustness but does not provide adequate stiffness for low-spatial-
frequency deformations. Feedback of global sensor information can
provide performance, but it has the potential for poor robustness
because it relies on a global model (i.e., how every actuator affects
every sensor). The strategy proposed herein uses only local model
and sensor information: in response to some particular segment
motion, a distribution of actuator commands is applied to both that
segment and its neighboring segments rather than either a purely
collocated actuator command (which leads to excitation of global
modes) or a global distribution (which depends on a globalmodel). A
similar strategy was shown for deformable-mirror control to yield
performance near that of a global solution while retaining robustness
by not relying on global information [12]. No claim is made here
regarding optimality but simply a demonstration of feasibility.
While the objective here is to demonstrate that a large array of
segments can be controlled, and not to provide a detailed point design
of a telescope using these ideas, a general description is useful for
deﬁning design constraints (Sec. II). The remaining sections develop
the telescopemodel (Sec. III), and develop and demonstrate the local
control (Sec. IV).
II. Concept
Science cases for future large-aperture optical and near-IR space
telescopes are described, for example, in Postman et al. [1]. One
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motivation for such a facilitywould be the capability for assessing the
potential for life on Earth-like planets of other stars. Larger apertures
allow a greater number of star systems to be considered, both because
more light-gathering capability means less integration time and
because higher resolution allows distinguishing star light from planet
at greater distances from the Earth. For this type of science, the
overall ﬁeld of view would not need to be very large. Sufﬁcient inte-
gration time is required for spectroscopic measurements to under-
stand atmospheric composition, while the total number of targets to
be evaluated by the facility during its lifetime might be only a few
thousand. For thismission, then, it may be acceptable if it takesmany
hours to change the orientation of the telescope to point at a different
target, but a settling time of days would impact the science mission.
For the simulation parameters described in the next section, the ﬁrst
resonant frequency of a 30 m primary mirror is 0:1 Hz. The
damping of space structures can be as low as 0.1%, giving an
uncontrolled settling time of order a day from a 90 deg slew
maneuver to a few nanometer residual error.
The key innovation herein is thus a strategy that enables control of
a highly segmented ﬁlled-aperture primary mirror. An example is
illustrated in Fig. 1, with N  12; 000 hexagonal segments with a
maximum radius of 0.15 m (as in Dekany et al. [7]). The detailed
optical design would depend on the science mission and engineering
optimization, and it is not important for developing and demon-
strating an approach for controlling a hypersegmented primary
mirror. Mass is minimized both by 1) reducing segment size so that
segment thickness can be reduced, without requiring additional
degrees of freedom of actuation internal to the segment for shape
control; and 2)minimizing themechanical interconnections between
segments. In-space assembly, either robotic or with astronauts, is
plausible if the interconnection tasks are straightforward [10,14,15]
and if control can be used to correct errors resulting from not having a
precision deployable structure [6].
Themechanical interface between neighboring segments provides
stiffness for the in-plane degrees of freedom of the segment array, but
it does not need to provide signiﬁcant stiffness for the out-of-plane
degrees of freedom, since thesewill need to be actively controlled. A
single interface between segments, as shown in Fig. 2, simpliﬁes
assembly, but it requires that the interface provide stiffness and
actuation authority for both the relative out-of-plane intersegment
motion and the intersegment dihedral angle (relative rotation along
the segment edge). Note that, with only a single degree of freedom of
actuation per intersegment edge, therewould not be enough actuators
to constrain the 3N degrees of freedom of the full N-segment array;
with two degrees of freedom of actuation per edge, the system is
controllable, with more actuators than required to control segment
rigid-bodymotion. It is also possible to use two interconnects [7]; the
relative advantages are unclear without more detail design, including
consideration for both actuation and assembly. The single inter-
connect approach is used herein, with nominal stiffness parameters
based on the sketch in Fig. 3.
In addition to eliminating the structural weight supporting the
primary mirror (M1), there is no need for structure between the
primary and secondary mirrors (M2) if formation ﬂying is used for
the M2 subsystem, as suggested by Burge et al. [16] or Dekany et al.
[7] (and plausible if repointing of the telescope is not frequent). This
alsomeans that the primary focal length of the telescope is not driven
by structural weight or launch-packaging considerations but only by
the optical design; Burge et al. [16] proposed a focal ratio of 20 so
that, for a 30 m primary mirror, M2 would be 0.6 km away. A
consequence of long focal lengths and many segments is that the
segment surface can be spherical rather than hyperbolic; hence, the
segments can be identical: this is essential for minimizing
manufacturing cost and also reduces the complexity of in-space
assembly. The overall M1 shapemay still be parabolic or hyperbolic,
and optical distortion may be improved with the ability to statically
adjust the radius of curvature of each segment; the required
adjustment decreases as the segment size decreases. Sun shades can
also be separate satellites ﬂown in formation [16]. Formation ﬂying
requires that the telescope not be in Earth orbit with its gravity-
gradient torques but at one of the stable Lagrange points (as JWST).
The mass of the spacecraft bus and instrumentation, located in the
central obscuration of the primarymirror,will be signiﬁcant, but does
not scale with the collecting area.
III. Model
Since the in-plane segment motions are passively constrained by
the mechanical interconnection, only the three out-of-plane degrees
of freedom need to be included in the dynamic model; here, we
describe themotion using segment piston (z) and rotations (Fig. 4) so
the segment motion is described by xi  i i zi T, and the
generalized displacement vector for the full mirror x xT1 . . . xTN T
satisﬁes
600 m30
 m M2M1
a)
b)
Fig. 1 Schematic of telescope design: a) 12,000 segmentmirror (viewed
from a 30 deg angle), with segment diameter 1% of the mirror diameter
(e.g., 30mwith 0.3m segments). The secondarymirror (M2)would be on
a separate formation-ﬂying spacecraft, of order 600m away, as shown in
Fig. 1b, with the primary mirror (M1) to scale.
Fig. 2 Detail on segmentation geometry (with gaps enlarged for
clarity), using a single mechanical interconnection between neighboring
segments.
Fig. 3 Sketch of mechanical interconnect between neighboring
segments used to estimate representative stiffness values in simulation.
The long diagonals (double lines) are active members to apply differ-
ential force/torques between segments.
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M xD _x Kxu (1)
for global mass, damping, and stiffness matrices M, D, and K; the
vector of actuator forces and moments u; and the corresponding
inﬂuence matrix .
For ease of calculation, an additional coordinate system (Fig. 4) is
introduced for each connection point k 0; . . . 5 on segment i:
i;k
i;k
i;k
0
@
1
A Tkxi (2)
where the transformation matrix is
Tk 
sink=3 cosk=3 0
 cosk=3 sink=3 0
t cosk=3 t sink=3 1
0
@
1
A (3)
where t a 3p =2 is the radius at the interconnection points, and a is
the segment radius or side length. The notation j ikwill be used
to refer to the segment j that borders segment i at orientation k.
The mass matrix for an individual segment with mass ms and
moments of inertia J and J is
Ms 
J 0 0
0 J 0
0 0 ms
0
@
1
A (4)
The connection joint stiffness introduces forces proportional to the
differential motion across the joint, i.e., for relative rotation  (about
the line between the segments); relative rotation  (the dihedral angle
between the segments); and relative edge height , with stiffnesses
K, K , and K, respectively. For the interconnection used here, K
will be small and could be ignored. Note that, in Eq. (6), the rotation
i;k on segment i and ik;modk3;6 on the neighboring segment
across a joint have an opposite sign convention due to the rotated
reference frame. The differential rotation is thus the sum i;k
ik;modk3;6, and similarly for . The stiffness matrix for each
connection joint is
Ks 
K 0 0
0 K 0
0 0 K
0
@
1
A (5)
Actuation could be introduced to act on all three motions at each
joint, but sufﬁcient actuation degrees of freedom require only two. A
differential force F and a differential torque M acting in the 
direction are used here. Actuators at three of the six interconnection
points (k 0; 2; 4) are numbered with that segment, and the other
three (k 1; 3; 5) are numbered with the relevant neighbor. The sign
convention is chosen so that each actuator produces a positive
inﬂuence on the local coordinate of the segment it is numbered with
and an equal and opposite force or moment on the neighboring
segment. Again, the sign change for  that results from the rotated
reference frame on the neighboring segment needs to be taken into
account.
Neglecting damping, the equations of motion for each segment
can now be written by including the stiffness and actuation contri-
butions in the local coordinate frame as
Ms xi 
X5
k0
TTk Ks
2
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where the relevant stiffness and actuation contributions are not
included at boundary segments. The equations of motion are sparse;
to preserve this, damping is added of the formD c1M c2K, with
c1 and c2 chosen to give 0.1% damping at the ﬁrst resonance and at
500 Hz.
The spacecraft bus and instrumentation in the center of the mirror
will have signiﬁcant massMcenter. The model assumes that the bus is
connected to the neighboring segments with the same mechanical
interconnection as between any other pair of segments. The internal
ﬂexibility of the bus is ignored.
For the purposes of illustrating the control concept, consider
silicon carbide (SiC) segments, with s 1 mm thick and with
maximum radius a 15 cm. For analysis, the mechanical inter-
connections, actuators, sensors, and electronics/cabling are assumed
to increase the mass s 2:95 kg=m2 of the SiC alone by 50%
without altering the mass distribution, captured by the mass fraction
 1:5. Thus, the segment mass and moment of inertia are
m  3

3
p
2
sa2; J  J   5

3
p
16
sa4 (7)
Representative values for the stiffness of the mechanical inter-
connection between segments are obtained by analyzing the truss
structure in Fig. 3; this is only to obtain reasonable parameter
estimates and not to propose a speciﬁc design. The mass of each
mechanical interconnect is assumed to be 10% of themass of the SiC
segment (so the total mechanical mass adds 30% to the mass). The
depth b inﬂuences the stiffness; this is chosen to be a fraction of
the segment radius to allow a design that folds into the back of the
segment for launch. This yields the stiffness parameters in Table 1.
Using these parameters, the ﬁrst resonance of an individual segment
will be of order 1 kHz; for the purpose of understanding the
low-spatial/temporal frequency modes of the overall mirror, the
ﬂexibility of an individual segment can be ignored.
Themodal density of the entire mirror array, without these internal
ﬂexible modes of each segment, is roughly constant, as shown in
Fig. 5. The ﬁrst ﬂexible mode of the full segment array is at 0.13 Hz,
and there are 14 ﬂexible modes below 1 Hz.
Fig. 4 Segment coordinate systemi,i, and zi (thick lines) and rotated
coordinate systems i;k, i;k, and i;k at the interface point with the
neighboring segment in the kth direction, shown for k 0, 1, and 2 only.
Table 1 Parameters used in simulation
Parameter Value Parameter Value
 2:95 	 103 kg=m3 K 10
a 0.15 m K 4:2 	 103 Nm=rad
s 1 mm K 3:7 	 106 N=m
b 0.04 m Mcenter 4000 kg
N 12,000 Jcenter 3100 kg m
2
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IV. Control
A. Control Problem
There are 3N controlled degrees of freedom for the overall
segmented mirror (the in-plane degrees of freedom are passively
controlled by the mechanical interconnection) and slightly less than
6N degrees of freedom of relative actuation (there is no actuation on
segment edges at the outer boundary of themirror). The extra degrees
of freedom of actuation could either be constrained to be zero (as
here) or used to provide small deformations of the segments to
modify their radius of curvature in both the radial and azimuthal
directions.
Two sensors are also needed on each edge to measure the relative
motion between segments, as on ground-based segmented-mirror
telescopes [17], where differential height between segments can be
measured with a resolution of a few nanometers using either differ-
ential capacitive [18] or differential inductive sensors [19]. Unless a
manufacturing approach is used that ensures sensor installation
errors of nanometers, an initial phasing approach using star light
would be needed after themirrorwas assembled in order to determine
the correct set point for each sensor; these techniques are well
established on the ground, but some modiﬁcations to the approach
would be required to handlemany thousands of segments [6]. Having
mechanical edge sensors means that optical feedback is not contin-
uously required, except perhaps for low-order mirror deformations
that are not as well observed by relative measurements between
segments.
The transformation between segment motion and sensor response
can be determined from geometry [20]. The global piston, tip, and tilt
of the entire mirror cannot be measured with internal relative sensor
measurements (nor controlled with relative actuators); aside from
these degrees of freedom, the transformation is invertible. However,
while the transformation from motion to sensor response is sparse,
the inverse is in general fully populated; that is, the estimation of
segment motion requires global knowledge. For ground-based
segmented mirrors, where the actuators inﬂuence the absolute
motion of the segments, the inverse transformation has been shown to
require attention to robustness (which is challenging [21]) and to
computation (which is solvable [22,23]). With actuation that
inﬂuences only relative motion between segments, there is a related
problem of ﬁnding the set of actuator commands that produces a
desired segment motion. Here, the focus is on dynamics (in
Sec. IV.B) and on this actuator distribution (or spatial response)
problem (in Sec. IV.C), and it is assumed that the estimation problem
is solvable using the previously developed techniques cited above.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate representative characteristics of the
mirror, including the transfer function between a representative
actuator and the collocated response, and the static response shape of
the mirror resulting from a unit command on a representative
actuator. The dynamics and spatial response issues noted above are
related to the behavior in these two ﬁgures. The ﬁrst challenge is the
ability to add active damping despite the presence of many modes
both within and above the control bandwidth (i.e., compensating for
the behavior in Fig. 6). Realistic actuator/sensor dynamics preclude
arbitrarily high bandwidth and rolloff will be required at some
frequency. The second challenge is the ability to manage the wide
range of spatial scales introduced by actuation without requiring
global knowledge that would inevitably limit robustness (i.e.,
compensating for the resonant behavior in Fig. 7). Approaches for
these key challenges are described in Secs. IV.B and IV.C.
B. Collocated Control
The relative motion collocated with the actuators can be obtained
from sensors between neighboring segments, using only a local
transformation. Using this information, collocated rate feedback can
add signiﬁcant damping, making the position control design more
straightforward. While this is guaranteed to be robustly stable, in
practice, rate feedback has ﬁnite bandwidth due to sensor and
actuator dynamics and electronic implementation. While the simu-
lation here has a highest resonant frequency 1:5 kHz, the real
mirror will have higher frequency resonances due to internal segment
dynamics. However, above some frequency fac, the half-power
bandwidth of the structural modes (2	fm for open-loop damping 	
and modal frequency fm) will exceed the modal spacing (roughly
0.1 Hz for the simulation parameters here; see Fig. 5). This leads to a
relatively smoother transfer function in both magnitude and phase
[12]. See Fig. 6; where the variation in phase andmagnitude becomes
smaller above roughly 500 Hz. Practically, this means that active
damping is feasible, provided it has a minimum bandwidth of at least
this acoustic limit of fac. The high number of modes in this problem
means that the acoustic limit for the structural behavior is at a low
enough frequency that active damping is plausible with realistic
actuator and sensor bandwidths (less than 1 kHz).
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Fig. 5 First 500 resonant frequencies of a 30 m mirror using the
segment parameters in Table 1. The inset shows the ﬁrst 20 modes.
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Fig. 6 Representative collocated transfer function for a force actuator,
without and with (dashed) active damping.
Fig. 7 Static response pattern for a torque command on a
representative actuator (magniﬁed); the inﬂuence pattern is nonlocal.
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Collocated position feedback behaves as an electronic spring, and
it is similarly guaranteed to be stable but with negligible phase
margin if the gain is large enough to have a signiﬁcant effect (loop
gain larger than 1). A small, stable, position gain is used in the
simulations here, which has a small stiffening effect on the lowest
frequency modes.
The average slope of the transfer function from force to collocated
displacement, or torque to collocated rotation, is roughly zero (a
constant; Fig. 6); thus, rate feedback has a higher loop gain at higher
frequency, and thus adds more damping to higher frequency modes
than to low. A high rate feedback gain is chosen here that results in
overdamping many of the high-frequency modes in order to provide
some damping to the lower frequencymodes.Note that even adding a
small amount of damping at each collocated actuator/sensor pair can
result in signiﬁcant total damping due to the large number of
actuators. Including both rate and position feedback, the collocated
loop transfer function for a representative actuator is shown in Fig. 8,
and the resulting closed-loop transfer function is shown in Fig. 6.
[The curve with active damping diverges from the uncontrolled case
at high frequency because the damping parameters are chosen so that
the high-frequency modes are overdamped (yielding real rather than
complex poles).] The added damping yields a more straightforward
problem for an outer control loop.
C. Local Feedback
The control has higher gain on low-spatial-frequency deﬂection
patterns than on high (that is, the plant is ill-conditioned); this is
evident in the static response pattern in Fig. 7, where a high-spatial-
frequency input leads to excitation of both high- and low-spatial
frequencies. A collocated strategy means that, in response to a
particular nonzero intersegment motion, the control will apply solely
the corresponding relative actuator command, giving a global re-
sponse to a local error. A global feedback strategy could readily avoid
this by inverting the system dynamics, at the expense of requiring,
and hence being dependent on, both global model knowledge and
global state information. The innovation used herein is to use only
local actuation in response to a particular segment displacement; this
provides a remarkably good compromise between performance and
required knowledge [12,13]. Because the collocated control
described above suppresses much of the dynamic variation, it is
sufﬁcient to develop an approximate local inverse that is valid quasi
statically.
The resulting architecture is shown in Fig. 9. Gs is the plant
dynamics from actuator input to collocated sensor output (including
any required local transformation from sensor to equivalent
collocated response). Collocated rate feedbackKv adds damping and
position gain Kp adds stiffness, but both are limited by actuator and
sensor dynamics represented by poles at s
. The matrix B
describes the problem of estimating segment positions from relative
sensor information; this has received attention in the context of
ground-based telescopes, and it is not discussed here. The remainder
of this section describes the construction of the matrix Q that
provides a sparse, local approximate static inverse to BG, so that
BG0Q ’ I; Q takes desired segment position commands xd and
generates an actuator distribution that approximately matches xd
without requiring forces and moments throughout the entire mirror.
Deﬁne the set k of actuators local to segment k. For illustration
here, k is chosen to include all actuators on both segment k and
every immediately adjacent segment, for a total of 60 (out of 72,000)
actuators for an interior segment, as shown in Fig. 10. The number of
actuators used in each set is a design choice that trades nominal
performance with increased complexity and decreased robustness;
this ultimately needs to be made based on speciﬁc design require-
ments. Increasing the size of the local region will result in improved
suppression of more modes in the local control loop [13].
From Eq. (1), the static response of the mirror to an actuator
command u is x Cu, where C K# is a modiﬁed compliance
matrix, andwhere the uncontrollable rigid-bodymodes are projected
out (C is the pseudoinverse of K; note that eigenvectors corre-
sponding to zero eigenvalues ofK are also uncontrollable).C is fully
populated and ill-conditioned.
Deﬁne vector eki to be a unit displacement of coordinate i on
segment k, and choose the actuator response pattern uki that
minimizes the cost function
J kCuki  ekik2 (8)
subject to the constraint that elements of vector uki not in the setk
must be zero. That is, choose a local set of forces to minimize the rms
error over the entiremirror inmatching the displacement pattern. The
constrained least-squares problem is equivalent to solving an
unconstrained problem with a truncated matrixk  C:;k , where
only the columns of  associated with actuators in k are retained.
The row of the pseudoinverse of k corresponding to the ith coor-
dinate on the kth segment gives the appropriate local actuator (force
andmoment) distribution uki to compensate for an error at location k.
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Fig. 8 Representative collocated loop transfer function for a force
actuator. Rolloff is introduced at high frequencies, but because the phase
variations are small, the control remains stable. In addition to the active
damping, a small position feedback adds some stiffness.
Fig. 9 Block diagram of control system.
Fig. 10 Local set of actuators used in order to produce a desiredmotion
of a single segment. This set involves 30 segment edges and 60 actuators;
smaller or larger sets could be considered to trade off robustness and
performance.
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By assembling, for each k and i, the resulting pattern into a matrixQ
(so Qk;ki  uki), Q gives an approximate inverse to the system at
zero frequency, based on local actuation only. Control can then be
based onQx rather than collocated control. This approach is identical
in derivation to that in MacMynowski et al. [12], and it is motivated
by local approaches for computationally efﬁcient sparse recon-
struction in adaptive optics estimation [24]. The resulting response
distribution to a single segment rotation error is shown in Fig. 11; the
response to a position error is similarly local.
A representative transfer function between an input to a single
local actuator group and the resulting segment response is shown in
Fig. 12; since Q is an approximate static inverse of the plant, the
resulting system is decoupled and normalized to unit gain at zero
frequency. The crosscoupling to other displacements on the same
segment are a factor of 104 smaller. With this (static) transformation
between segment position errors and the appropriate corresponding
force distribution, it is much more straightforward to design a
position controller.
The resulting (normalized) closed-loop performance in response
to an initial condition is shown in Fig. 13 using a low-bandwidth
position controller. The initial condition included both high- and
low-spatial frequencies. Further simulation and control optimization
could involve more realistic disturbances, transient reorientation
maneuvers, addition of sensor noise, etc. The highest spatial fre-
quencies in the open-loop model are quickly damped due to the
assumed nonmodal damping, leaving a broad range of spatial and
temporal frequencies in the response (shown more clearly in the
inset). The closed-loop case has a signiﬁcant improvement imme-
diately (the two cases start from the same initial condition) because
mid- and high-frequency modes are overdamped. The residual
response is from very low frequencymodes that are not well damped
by the control.
V. Conclusions
Active control is a potential enabler for future space telescopes
with primary mirror areal densities an order of magnitude smaller
than current generation telescopes, permitting an order of magnitude
greater collecting area for the same launchweight. The reducedmass
would be obtained by using very large numbers of identical small
segments. Before such an architecture could be seriously considered
for future missions, there are several challenges that must be
overcome. A key challenge is the ability to control the resulting
segment array, requiring control of thousands of degrees of freedom,
with many lightly damped structural modes within the control
bandwidth. Building off of recent research in controlling large
ﬂexible deformable mirrors, a control architecture for this problem is
presented here; the approach combines collocated active damping
with local position control.
First, real actuators and sensors have ﬁnite bandwidth; thus, any
implementation of rate feedback to add damping will not be positive
real above some frequency. However, there will always be some
frequency at which the structure enters an acoustic limit, where the
half-power bandwidth of anymode exceeds the modal spacing; thus,
the phase excursions in the collocated transfer function decrease due
to multiple modes being simultaneously excited. It is precisely
because there are many structural modes in this problem that this
frequency is not unrealistically high; hence, practical active damping
is stable provided it has a minimum bandwidth.
Second, in addition to the wide range of temporal frequencies,
there is a wide range of spatial frequencies excited by any actuator.
With collocated feedback, a global response pattern is generated in
response to a local position error. A global feedback strategy could
correct this behavior, but requiring information from the entiremirror
has the potential to introduce robustness problems. Instead, a local
control strategy is introduced that does not depend on model or state
knowledge far away from a given actuator. This is derived, not by
considering what nearby information is necessary at each actuator
location, but rather bywhat distribution of response is appropriate for
any given local position error.
The strategy is demonstrated on a dynamic model of a 30mmirror
composed of 12,000 identical 30-cm-diam segments. The main
conclusion is that the ability to control the system is not a barrier to
designing a space telescope with a large number of segments.
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